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The first air-conditioning modern system was developed in 1902 by a young electrical engineer named Willis Haviland Carrier. It was designed to solve a humidity problem of Sackett-Wilhelms Lithografing and Publishing Company in Brooklyn, N.Y. Stock papers in the plant would sometimes absorb moisture in the hot summer air, making
it difficult to apply the techniques that were rich at the time. Insurance companies treated the air inside the building by lying it through thrill pipes. The cooled air as it passes through the cold pipes, and since cool air cannot bring as much moisture as warm air, the process reduces the moisture of the plant and stabilizes the moisture
content of the paper. Reducing the moisture also has side benefits in lowering air temperature – and a new technology has been made. Insurance companies realized it would develop something with far-reaching potential, and it wasn't long before air-conditioning systems began popping up in theater and stores, making the weather, warm
summer months much more comfortable [source: Weather]. The current process conditioning is used to reduce the air temperature ambient in a room based on a very simple scientific principle. The rest is achieved with the implementation of a few smart mechanical techniques. Actually, an air conditioner is very similar to another device in
your home – the frijent. Air conditioners do not have a refrigerator's external housing depending on its cold box isolation. Instead, the walls in your house keep air cold in and warm air out. Let's move on to the next page where we'll discover what happens at all when hot when you use your air conditioner. Photo: istockphoto.comThis article
brought to you by Sears Home Services. Its facts and opinion are those of BobVila.com.Many that bear the cutting of homeowners didn't live during the days before they conditioned became common. That may be why so many people take the technology to be granted today, regarding AC almost in the same manner as water runs—as a
fundamental feature of any home, modest or grand. Indeed, in some regions, homeowners consider air conditioning not as a luxury comfort, but as a bona fide necessity to survive every day. However, despite the vital role air conditioning plays in the modern home, we tend to see it as a source not only of cooling, but also in mystery and
frustration. Airway systems are complex, after all, leave the average homeowners without a clear perspective on seemingly simple yet simple yet important issues of performance and longitude. What determines the life of an air-air-residual system? Like many other questions of home improvement and repairs, the answer depends on a
variable host. David Kenyon, a product manager with Sears Home Services, points out that different variables determine the long-term performance of different degrees. Usage tracing possibly All. Most often you use the system, the more wear-and-tear in his eyes resisting, Kenyon says, noting that systems can endure for decades in a
temperature region like New England, while lasting not nearly as long in the desert of the Sidwes. In and of itself, it's heavy not to do a cooling system, but if the property is relying on it every day, for months on end, while ignoring its maintenance, Kenyon says, it's only a matter of time before lying the exhaustion system. It might be time to
call a free proGet, no-commitment repair estimate from licensed HVAC technicians near you. + A well-done, well-maintained central e-conditioning system under average demand typically lasts 12 to 17 years. If you've installed recently, it may be a decade before you start considering an update. But if you suspect your system can near
failure, set aside a few minutes to monitor performance. Is the system itch, mill, rat or wine? Does your home feel humidity (or does the themostat report a relative humidity of about 50%)? Do you notice an extremely large amount of dish on the surface of the house? These warning signs indicate the need for repairs, if not replacement,
Kenyon says. How do you ensure peck performance, now and in the future? Kenyon advised homeowners and AC to seek regularly scheduled professional system maintenance. It's the best thing you can do to extend the life of your air conditioner, Kenyon says, while clarifying that it's not always a readiness measure, as many
manufactured warranties require it. Note that the care of a call cooling system for not only regular maintenance, but maintenance is complete. For services to a system properly, according to Kenyon, the technicians must go beyond a speedy, visual inspection to address all key components, from condensed to compressor-condensed to
fan and breath (and sometimes even double). The reality is that, like cars in the drive, the AC system typically can't satisfy its expected lives without adequate service. Photo: istockphoto.comWhat is the benefit of replacing AC's repairing account? Air conditioning systems are also vulnerable to many issues that the average property would
not necessarily notice. For example, the most cooling systems are designed to run in a cyclic pattern, occasionally delivering air into living spaces. If the length of these cycles is not often short or long, they can compromise an element system. Regarding the subject (and what it would cost to fix, Kenyon adds), you can choose to repair the
forego in favor of an update. In fact, far from being a sun price, a new air-conditioning efficiency system can save you money in the long run, according to Kenyon.In recent years, with rising energy costs and mounting environmental anxiety, manufacturers have launched fleets of HVAC's total solar supply chains by 2015. energy
efficiency. Between the latest technology and that of even 10 years ago, there's a night-and-day difference, in terms of running costs, Kenyon says. In fact, for his ability to run up the monthly utility bill, Kenyon says, often the most expensive system a property can choose is the one already in the House. Eventually, in other words,
continuing reliance on a greater efficient system becomes more expensive than the arraignment of a new high-efficiency. Even while requiring less energy (and less money) to power their normal production, the best AC systems today still manage to achieve all-around better results. For one thing, you get less obtrusive air conditioning
and models more recently manufactured, thanks to a strong push in the industry towards functioning rates. For another, filtering HVAC has been advanced by growth and tying over the years, helping climate control systems work by account, but in defense of indoor quality and living healthy. Ultimately, there's the fact that, with systems
engineers triggering moisture more effectively, air-conditioning space by newer technology often feels more comfortable. In short, there are good reasons not to dread the prospects of a breakdown of your air conditioning, but rather embrace the opportunity. Photo: istockphoto.comWhere hire an HVAC Professional ServicesBefore to
make any decision, you need to determine the status of your existing system. For an assessment, seek a local HVAC contractor or go online to schedule a free in-house consultation with Sears Home Services. In addition to reports on the requirements of your system, Sears Project Consultant can discuss your options and, if desired,
guide you from start to finish the repair or replacement process. Another advantage: Sears backs up all his work with a guaranteed Satisfaction - a commitment to the success of your project that remains intact even after the technicians leave. When it's the comfort of your family on the line, there's no replacement for peace of mind. It
might be time to call a free proGet, no-commitment repair estimate from licensed HVAC technicians near you. + In the hot summer, when you go home or office, you want to turn on the air conditioner but you can't get the remote control for a while. It's a very annoying thing. In the era of then mobile phone not leaving, can you use the
mobile phone as a remote control to turn on the air conditioner? The answer is certainly yes. Some smartphones will come standard with an infrared transmitter, so you only need to download the corresponding conditioned remote APP control. Can be used directly. But the question is, what should we do if our mobile phone itself doesn't
have an infrared transmitter? Then do it yourself as an infrared transmitter for your mobile phone. With this external infrared transmitter, combining with the corresponding APP cannot only air conditioner, but also controls the infrared control equipment such as TV sets and set-top boxes.1, 3.5mm audio outlets 12, infrared tube emissions
1For these materials, we can buy it in the online 3.5mm audio store prepared this time is a metal case, and the infrared tube is an ordinary infrared tube. The infrared broadcast issuance to audiences at the left and right channels to plug in audio plug according to the diagramThe tapes correspond to the place where they are used for
isolation for preventing short circuits. After the welding is finished, the plugs in the cover plug and the test can be carried out. After the output is complete, you can download the corresponding APP to perform the matching test. You can enjoy your production results after passing the test. TestAfter download to finish, the remote control will
find the audio kides through the mobile phone. Since the naked eye in the human body cannot see the infrared light, you can use another mobile phone to turn on the camera function. When you press the APP button, check the infrared diob. If there is a luminous effect, if any, prove that there are no problems with hardware connections; if
not, re-checking the welding is normal and repeat the test. Insights Adjust the maximum phone volume during use, which can increase the infrared emissions power and increase the distance. In fact, the external infrared computer principle of this mobile phone is pretty simple, and the components are few. Only one 3.5mm connect outlets
with 1 and infrared diiod emitting are needed. Other control timings are done by the mobile app. The mobile APP only needs to download the relevant control software such as Remote Wizard for free to match the air conditioner model and then use it directly. As you can see in the schematic below, you only need to connect the two pins to
the infrared hole to the left and right channels of the audio outlets. The resulted in the audio float plug if no effect when tested. You can try to transfer it. In the schematic diagram, the 3-step audio kides are used for illustrations. If it is a 4-segment interface, the extra section is the headset section, which can be directly suspended, and the
principle is the same. The same.
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